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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the Cauchy problem of the form 
u, = div( ]DzP]P-2DUm) in S = RN x (0, T) (1.1) 
UCG 0) = ho on RN. (1.2) 
Here we suppose that m > 0, p > 1 + l/m and that u0 is a nonnegative continuous function 
with bounded support. 
Equation (1.1) appears in describing the evolution of diffusion processes, in particular the 
flow of nonNewtonian fluids in a porous medium. There u stands for the density (see [l-4]). 
In general, (1.1) has no classical solutions since it is degenerate at the points where ]Vu] = 0 or 
u = 0. It was shown in [5] that the Cauchy problem (l.l)-(1.2) has a weak solution u E P(S). 
One of the most interesting properties of equation (1. l), in contrast to the heat equation, is the 
property of finite propagation, that is, if the initial datum has compact support, so does u( *, t) 
for every t > 0. Therefore, there exists an interface or free boundary I that separates the points 
where u(x, t) > 0 from the region where u(x, t) = 0. Whenp = 2, the equation (1 .l) reduces to 
the porous medium equation. The regularity of the free boundary I has been investigated by 
many authors (see [6-81). The Lipschitz continuity of the interfaces was discussed in [S]. The 
purpose of this paper is to discuss the more general case (1.1). 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the property of the solutions 
of (1 . l)-( 1.2) and their interfaces. In Section 3, we prove that the interface of every solution of 
(1 .l)-(1.2) is Lipschitz continuous for large times (see Theorem 3.1). Theorem 3.1 has been 
announced in [9] by Esteban and Vazquez. Nevertheless, we do not know any place where the 
details of the proof are spelled out. In Section 4, we consider a class of initial data for which 
the interface starts to move at t = 0 at all of its points and the interface I can be described in 
the form 
t = g(x) x E RN - supp u0 
where g is a Lipschitz-continuous function of x (Theorem 4.1). 
In the proofs of the above results, we use some ideas in [8]. 
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2. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTIONS AND THEIR INTERFACES 
We begin with some notations. We will denote by 1( a solution of (l.l)-(1.2). Also 
B,(x,) = (x E RN: Ix - x,1 c rj 
Q = ((x, t) E s: u(x, t) > O), Q(t) = (x E RN: u(x, t) > 0) 
(2.1) 
D = cl(O), r = 6X-J the boundary of B 
l-(t) = an(t), R, = inf(R > 0: D c BR(0)J, 
and ps denotes a convolution kernel whose support is the ball of center 0 and radius 6. 
Definition 2.1. A nonnegative function u(x, t) defined in S is called a weak solution of 
(1 . l)-( 1.2) if u satisfies 
(1) u E C(0, 00: L1(RN)), urn E L”(S) ll L&(0, T: W1sp(RN)), uI E L’(RN x (T, 7’)) for any 
o<T<T; 
(2) 1: j&v (u(x, +#Jt + pUmJp-2 vum * Vd) dx dt = 0 for every r#~ E C,“(S); 
(3) y$&4(x, t) - u,(x)l dx = 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u, u be two solutions of (1.1) corresponding to the initial values 
uo, u. E L’(RN) respectively. Then u. I v. in RN implies u I u in S. 
Proof. By Definition 2.1 
4 
a(24 - U) 
at 
+ (IVUmlp-2 VP - Ivu~JP-~ vu”). v4 
1 
dxdt = 0 





g,(s) = I 1 
ns ifOIsI--, 
n 
0 ifs 5 0. 
By an approximate process, we may replace q5 by $g,(u” - u”) in (2.2) and obtain 
&L@” - u”)(u - u), dx dt 
S + ss (~vulp-~ VU* - I~u*lp-~ vu”) . (vu” - vum)&+ dxdt s 
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We choose r#~ = &x/k)q((t) where 0 E C,“(RN), 0 I 0 I 1, 8 = 1 on B,(O) and 
tlj(t) E C,“(O, oo), 0 I q(t) I 1, llj + the characteristic function of (sl, SJ as j + 00. Notice 
that 
(IVUmJp-2 vum - pUmlp-2 Vu”) * (Vu” - Vu”)r$g:, L 0 
g, E L&(0, 00: P(RN)) and 
ISS 





55 k s 
(IVU~I~-’ + IV~m~P-‘)~V~~(~>I~=~/~g~~~(f) bdt + 0 ask-a. 
Letting k -+ co, n + 0~) in (2.3), we get 
1.T 
‘lj sgn+(u - U)(U - ~)t ti dt 5 0, 
S 
where w+ = max(w, 0). It follows that 
- 
$1 
(u - u)+r,$(t) dxdt 5 0. 
S 
Letting j -+ 00, we obtain 
5 
RJUW2) - w,sz))+ dx 5 
s 
RNwJ1) - u&9 a)+ dx. 
Hence, Lemma 2.1 follows by letting s1 + 0. 
Remark 2.1. If either urn, urn E L$;‘(O, 00: WIPp-l(RN)) or urn, urn E L&(0, 0~: WlsP(RN)), 
p > N, the hypotheses u, , u, E L1(RN x (7, T)) can be replaced by u,, u, E Lf,,(S). In fact we 
may let n -+ 00 in (2.3) to get 
(u - u)+$(t) dudt 5 (Ivu~IP-~ + Ivu~~~-‘) V8 i qj(t)tidt* 
S I 01 
Then letting j -+ 00, we get 
s 044 s2) - V(X, s,))+e RN 
Hence, if either urn, urn E Lf&‘((O, 00): W’*p-‘(RN)) or urn, urn E L$,,((O, 00): W’*p(RN)),p > N, 
we can let k --) 00 to deduce the conclusion of Remark 2.1. 
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Remark 2.2. The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 can be extended to domains of the form 
D x (0, T) with U(X, t) = u(x, t) on XJ x (0, T), where X4 is smooth. In fact by 
approximation, (2.2) holds for any $J E L”(hz x (0, T)) with V4 E L!‘(Q x (0, T)), $J = 0 on 
KJ x (0, T) and 6(x, 0) = 0. Hence, we can choose Q = qj(t)g,(U” - u”) in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 to deduce U(X, t) I v(x, t). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The solution of (l-1)-(1.2) satisfies 
u 
u, 2 - 
(m(r, - 1) - W 
in D’(S). (2.4) 
Proof. Let 24, = TU(X, rmCp-l)-l t). Then u, is a solution of (1 .l) with initial value 
r&(x, 0) = r&(x). Since u~(x, 0) I U,,(X) for r E (0, l), by Theorem 2.1, we have 
q(x, t) I u(x, t). It follows that 
and therefore 
u(x 9 rm(p-l)-lt) - u(x, t) 5 (1 - r)u(x, rm(p-i)-if) 
u(x , rm(p-lw) - u(x, t) r- 1 
(r m(p-I)-1 - 1)t t(l - 
u(x rm(p-l)-lt). rm(p-W-l)f ) 
Letting r + l-, we get 
t + - lim 4x9 4 a, t) 1 -w 0 
S+O- s (m(p - 1) - 1)t’ 
Similarly, we can choose r > 1 and r + l+ to obtain 
lim 4x9 t + s) - m 0 1- UC& t) s-o+ s (m(p - 1) - W 
and the proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. 
(1) Let x1 , x2 E RN with Ix1 I, Ix,1 > R, and 
co& - Xl 9 Xl) 2 ti, 
where R, is the constant in (2.1). Then for every t > 0, we have u(xz, t) I u(xi , t). 
(2) For every r, t > 0, we have 
inf u(x, t) 5 sup u(x, t). (2.6) 
Br(‘J) a&+zRo 
The proof of Proposition 2.2 is similar to that in [ 10, Proposition 2. I]. In the following, we set 
R,(t) = supllxl: x E Q(t)), R,(t) = inf(lxl: x E %2(t)). 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. For the solution of (l.l)-(1.2), we have 
RA4W = RmW + %, 
R,(t) - C(p, m, N, ~,,)t”(“‘~(~-~)-~+~) ast+ 00. 
Proof. Clearly (2.7) follows from (2.6). Let 
V(x, t, c) = t-“‘Qp, N, m)(C - (Ixlt- l/Nlr P/(P-1) (I--lv(NP-1)-l) ) )+ 




m(P _ 1) _ 1 (P-lV(MP-1)-l) 
G(P, N, m) = 
mp > 
[N(m(p _ 1) + p](-l)/(m(P-l)-l) 
It is easy to show that (2.9) is a solution of (1.1). Without loss of generalities, we may assume 
u,(O) > 0. Hence, we can choose to, Cl, C, > 0 such that 
4T”“CdpA m)tG - (I& Y ~/NW /(p- 1) (p- l)/(m(p- l)- 1) I+ 
5 u&) 5 t;““C,,(p, N, m)(C, - (Ixlt,-l’N~)p’(P-l)j!p-l)/(m(P-l)-l). 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that 
u(x, t) I (t + to)-“YQp, N, m)(C, - (Ixl(t + t,)-l’N~)p’(p-‘)J!p-l)‘(m(p-‘)-l) 
and 
WY 0 1 (t + W1”Co(p, N, m)tG - (Ixk + to)- l/Np /(p-l) (p-l)/(m(p-1)-l) Y’ I, 
This implies (2.8). 
As a consequence of Proposition 2.1, the function utl’(m(P-‘)-l) is nondecreasing for every 
x E RN and hence, u(x, to) > 0 and t, > to imply u(x, t,) > 0, i.e. Q(t) is nondecreasing in t. 
Proposition 2.3 shows that if t is large, Q(t) contains a ball of center 0 and radius of the order 
t”, CY = l/(mN(p - 1) - N + p). Thus there exists a time t(u,) < 00 such that for t > t(uo), we 
have 
BRo c n(t). 
Let 
3. LIPSCHITZ REGULARITY FOR LARGE TIMES 
G = inflt > 0: BR, c Q(t)). (3.1) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For every t > T, the boundary T(t) of n(t) is a Lipschitz-continuous surface 
in RN representable in spherical coordinates in the form 
andf(0, t) > R,. 
r = fM 0 = f,W 
Proposition 3.1 is a consequence of Proposition 2.2 and the proof is similar to that of 
Corollary 1.7 in [8]. 
To prove that r = f(f3, t) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to t, we need the following 
estimates. 
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LEMMA 3.1. There exist constants Tr , C(R, , z.+, Tr) > 0 such that 
1 Vu(x, t) 1 I C(R, , U(j) T,)t -tN+ lVNlr 
ifIxl~R,,tzT,,where~=m(p-I)-l+p/N. 
(3 -2) 
Proof. We define a family of functions 
Uk = kNu(kx, kNpt) k > 0. 
Then uk is a solution of (1.1) with initial value +(x, 0) = kNuo(kx). By the proof of proposition 
2.3, there exist constants C, , C,, to > 0 such that 
u(x, t) s C,,(p, N, m)(t + t,,)-““(C2 - (Ixj(t + t,)-“N~)P’(P-l)]!p-l)‘(m(p-l)-l) (3.3) 
and 
4x, t) 2 G(P, N, m)(t + to)-““W, - (Ixl(t + to)- l/N& /(p-l) (p-l)/(m(p-1)-l) Y I, * (3.4) 
It follows that 
z+(x, t) I C,(p, N, m)kN(k% + to)-““(C, - (klxl(k+ + to)- ~/NP)P/(P- 1) (P- ~)/(WP- I)- 1) I+ 
and 
u,(x, t) 2 C,(p, N, m)kN(kN“t + tO)-l”‘(C1 - (klxl(kN‘Y + to)- l/Np )p /(p- 1) (p- l)/(m(p- l)- 1) )+ 
Thus there exist tz > t, > 0, LY, j3 > 0 independent of k such that if t, I t I t2, 1x1 I R,, then 
a 5 Uk 5 8. 
Notice that the equation (1.1) can be written in the form 
u, = div(~-1~(m-1)(p-1)IVUlp-2 Vu) (3.5) 
and (Y I uk I p if t, I t I t2, 1x1 I R,. The interior estimates for (3.5) (see [ll]) give 
Ivu,l I c if t, 5 t 5 tz, 1x1 5 R, 
for some constant C independent of k. This means that 
IVu(x, kNptl)l 5 Ck-(N+l) if 1x1 I kR,. 
Putting t = kNptl, we have 
0 
f 
- (N+ l)/Nfi 
if 1x1 5 i 
0 
l/NjL 
IVu(x, t)l I c 
t1 
R,. 
This implies (3.2). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. There exists a time to > 0 such that 
+ (t - to) ; dyx, t) + x * VzP(X, t) - dyx, t) I 0 a-e. on RN x (to, 00). (3.6) 
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Proof. For E > 0, we define the family of solutions of (1.1) 
1 
hk t) = (1 + E)l,m u((l + @G (1 + El @+1)/y + to) 
where t, is a large time to be chosen below. 
We want to show first that for every E > 0 and x E RN 
&(X, 0) 5 u, ,0(x, 0) = 4% 4)) 
if t,, is large enough. We write 
U3x,0~--Um(X,t0)=(&- ) 1 U”((1 + &)X, to) + U”((1 + &)X, to) - zP(X, t(J 
= -&“((l + &)X, to) + U”((1 + &)x, to) - qx, to). (3.7) 
By proposition 2.2, we have 
u((l + ax, to) 5 & to) if 1x1 >R,. 
Then 
&(X,0) 5 4x9 43) if 1x1 L R,. 
In case 1x1 < R,, by (3.4) and lemma 3.1, for t large enough, we have 
u(x, t) 2 cot -N/(mN(p-l)-N+p) (N+ l)/(mN(p- 1)-N+@ 7 IVu(x, t)l 5 cot- in BRO(0). 
It follows that there exists a constant C such that 
c > zP(X, to) > $, IVUrn(X, 4Jl 5 & in 4&9, 
0 
if to is large enough. Hence, from (3.7) and 
luY(l + Ek &J - Urn&, hj)l 5 EIXll~~m(~, 4I)l 5 & 
we obtain u~(x, 0) % uEZo(x, 0). By the comparison principle, we conclude that 
u,(x, t) 5 %=0(X, t) for x E RN, t > 0. 
Differentiation of uE(x, t) with respect to E at E = 0 gives 
Urn@, t + to) - (m + lJt $ P(X, t + to) - x - VlP(X, t + to) 2 0. m 
This implies (3.6). 
(3.8) 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a time T(u,) > 0 such that for every t > vu,), the boundary r of 
tZ2 can be represented in the form 
r = f(& t) e E sN-l, t > quo), 
where f is a locally Lipschitz-continuous function of 0 and t. 
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Proof. We have already proved in Proposition 3.1 that I? can be represented as 
r = f(4 0 ift> T, 
and f is a Lipschitz-continuous function of 8. Thus it only remains to prove that f is locally 
Lipschitz-continuous in t uniformly in 0 E SN-‘. Notice that by Proposition 2.2 x - Vum I 0 if 
1x1 > R,. By (3.6) 
< *(t - to)-’ - ( v (t - to) y + r(um), - urn > 5 0 
where r = rl es-“, rl > R,, t = to + (tl - to) es-“, s r t, , t, 1 to. It follows that 
Urn@, 0, t) I Urn(rlv 6 4) 
t - to t1 - to 
if t > tl . 
So if u(rl, 8, tl) = 0, we get 
t - to 
f(e, t) 5 rl es+ = rl ~ 
t1 - to 
and therefore 
f(e, t) 5 f(e, t,)t 
4 - to 
i.e. 
f(e, t)- f(e, h) I f(e, tl) s t > tl > to. 
1 0 
Hence, if we choose T(u,) > to, Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
4. GLOBALLY LIPSCHITZ-CONTINUOUS INTERFACES 
In this section we consider the special class C* of initial data for which the interface starts 
to move at t = 0 at all of its points. 
We discuss only the case m = 1 and p > 2. We suppose that 
(1) U(J E C1+O(Rq(ct! E (0, 1)) is a nonnegative function whose positivity set 
D = (x E RN: uo(x) > 0) 
is a bounded C’ domain; 
(2) div(lVUolp-’ Vu,) E La(RN) and there exists a strip S C D along the boundary 80 such 
that 
div(lVUolp-2 Vu,) > K,Ivu,~ in S 
for some constant K, > 0. 
Let us denote by C* the set of functions satisfying (1) and (2). It is easy to verify that 
a, t) = (NP)- 1/(~-2)~-l/p b (p-1)‘(p-2) p - 2 Ixlp/(p-l)f-p/(Nlr(p-l)) 
P I + 
is an explicit solution of (1.1) belonging to C* for fixed t > 0, where b > 0, p = p - 2 + p/N. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let U(X, t) be a solution of (1 .l)-(1.2) with U(X, 0) E C*. Then there exist 
constants A, B > 0 such that 
(A - 2)u(x, t) + x - Vu(x, t) + [((p - 2)A - p + 4)t + B]u,(x, t) 1 0 a.e. on ST, (4.1) 
where A, B depend only on K,, and R such that D c B,(O). 
Proof. Given 6 > 0, let w6 be the solution of approximate problem 
div((lV# + 8) (P-2)‘2 VW) = (div(]Vz+,lp-2 VU,)) * ps in BR, (4.2) 
w(x) = 0 on 1x1 = R, (4.3) 
where R, is a positive constant such that D C BRIwl, pa is the function in (2.1). Then by the 
results in [14] w6 E Cm&J. Theorem 2 and the remark in [15] imply that there exists a 
subsequence of (w*), which is denoted by w* again, such that 
sup/w* - noI 5 C(6), sup(vwS - vu,] I C(6), 
% % 
yRPllwJl - Iwbl *Pall 5 aa 
1 




W& ifxE BR,, 
0 ifxERN- BR,. 
Then U,“(X) is Lipschitz continuous on RN and 
u;(x) E C”(i?RI) 17 Cm(RN - BR,), 
div((lVu$2 + 8) (p-2)‘2 Vu:) = (div( 1 Vu,jp-’ VU,)) * pa. 
(4.4) 
We consider the approximate problem of (1 .l)-(1.2) as follows 
uI = div((lVn12 + 8)(p-2)‘2V~) (4.5) 
u(x, 0) = u,“(x) + 2C(6) (4.6) 
where C(S) is the constant in (4.4). It is well known that (4.5)-(4.6) has a unique solution u6 
satisfying 
u6 E C”(S,) fl C”(BRI x [0, T]) n C”((RN - &J x [0, T]), (4.7) 
C(s) 5 u6 5 max z&x, 0) (4.8) 
RN 
WI L’(Sfi 5 c (4.9) 
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where C does not depend on 6. Notice that u = UP satisfies 
u(x, 0) = (div( /Vu,lP-2 VU,)) * pa 
where 6, = 1 if i = j, 6, = 0 if i z j. We have 
u,” E Ca(RN x [0, T]). 
in RN, 
For E > 0, we define the family of functions 
(1 + E)X (’ + AE)P-2 t + BE 
’ (1 + &)p-4 * 
It is easy to show that for each E > 0, uf satisfies 
u, = div((]Vul’ + (zp)@e2”2VU). (4.11) 
(4.10) 
Write 
Then if E is small, we have 
I, = b (z&x, 0) - u&(x, 0)). 
I, 2 1 K 1 + (A - 2); ~‘((1 + E)X, BE) - d(x, 0) & > I 
1 ; (A - 2)u6((1 + E)X, BE) + B&(1 + E)X, 0s) + x . Vu*& 0), 
where t9 E (0, B) and r lies in the segment x, (1 + E)X. For fixed 6 > 0, if c > 0 is small enough, 
~‘((1 + E)X, BE) - u&(x, 0) = O(E), 
and by (4.4) 
&(l + E)X, BE) - Z.&x, 0) = O(Ea), 
IVzP((, 0) - Vd(x, O)l I C(s). 
Therefore, there exists a C > 0 depending only on p, N and 6 such that 
I, L +(A - 2)d(x, 0) + Bu;(x, 0) + x. Vu*(x, 0) - CE’= - C(s). (4.12) 
Notice that by (4.2) 
z&x, 0) = (div( 1 Vu,lP-2 Vu,)) * ps . 
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Thus ~OIV~Ol *Pa ifxES 
Z.&x, 0) 1 -c ifxED-S (4.13) 
0 ifxERN-D, 
provided that 6 is small enough. Now we show Z, L 0 for x E S, or x E D - S, or x E RN - D. 
(1) x E S. By (4.4), (4.12) and (4.13), we can choose A, B large enough so that 
Z, 1 +(A - 2)u’(x, 0) + BK,,)Vu,l *pa + x . Vu*(x, 0) - Ca” - C(6) 
L )(A - 2)C(6) + BK,( IVu’(x, O)l - C(6)) + x . VU&(X, 0) - Cea - C(S) L 0 in S. 
(2) x E D - S. Notice that for 6 small enough 
22(x, 0) L a > 0 in D - S. 
By (4.12) and (4.13) we can choose A large enough so that Z, 1 0. 
(3) x E RN - D. Notice that 
Ivu;I I 2C(6), d 1 C(s). 
By (4.12) and (4.13), we can choose A large enough so that Z, 1 0. Therefore, if 6 is small and 
E is small with respect to 6, we have 
l&x, 0) 2 u;,()(x, 0) = d(x, 0). 
We denote by r&x, 0) the solution of (4.11) with initial data u*(x, 0). Then by the maximum 
principle, we have 
t&x, t) 1 t&x, t). 
To estimate u,” - u6, let w, = vf - u6. Then w,,~ = 0 and w, satisfies 
w, = div[ (lV$l’ + (!$$~)(P-z”2 Vu,s - (lvdl2 + (+yy-2)/1 vd] 
+ div[ ( lVus12 + (zyrj)“-2”2 Vu’ - (IVu’l’ + &)‘p-2)‘2 Vu’] 
= (aij(x,t)wxj)xi + baadiv(J’: (i,,‘j2 + s(zp + (1 - s)~)@-4)‘2drVu’), 
where 
‘(4.14) 
.ii = 51 l IV(su,6 + (1 - s)uS)12 + 0 (?A>] (p-2)‘2*ij & 
+ (P - 2) 
St 
l IV(su,6 + (1 - S)U6)12 + 
0 
(1 ;+;&p] (p-4)‘2 
x (su,” + (1 - S)U”>,i(Su,” + (1 - s)U*)Xjds, 
b = (P - wb4 - 1) + (A2 - I)&) 
2(1 + &)2 
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Clearly, for every < E RN, (x, t) E ST, 
where 
Let 
Then qe satisfies 
qt = (a”(*,t)qxj), + Wdiv[[: (\VfP12 + S(!+&p + (1 - @f3)+4)‘2*Vu’] (4.15) 
and the following estimate holds. 
LEMMA 4.1. qE satisfies 
.i RN 
4:(x, t) exp(-(1 + ~.xI~)~‘~) dx 5 CP2, 
where C does not depend on 6 and E. 
Proof. Write 
Then 
A(x) = exp(-(1 + 1~1~)~‘~). 
l~q(x)l 5 4-a i= 1.2 ,..., IV. 
Multiplying (4.15) by qeA and integrating over ST, we have 
Notice that 
x(qV&VA + rZv&vq)dxdr. 
c&P-w 
ao(x, 0 2 
if lVu*l I B1’2, 
c61’2~vu~I~-2 if lVu’[ > a1’2. 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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I & a,(x, t)lVq12L + C6’“L, 
s: (ImY + s(y$)t3 + (1 - s)s)(l-4~‘2*Ivu”.v*llPl 
I c&l + cfr’q21, 
Ia”qx,Axjql I $7’jqx&L + c&(x, t)&J2. 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
Combining (4.17)-(4.20), we obtain 
s q2(x, w dx RN 
t 
SC SC q21 dxdt + ~8~‘~. 0 RN 
(4.16) follows from Gronwall’s lemma. 
By the above argument, we have 
i.e. 
6 6 




Thus, for any 4 E C,“(S,) 
T ss T 4 4 - '"b=o&dt 1 0 RN & ss 0 RN da k t) c-h dt. 
By lemma 4.1, letting E + 0, we obtain 
ss 
+((A - 2)~’ + x - VU + [((p - 2)A + 4 - ~)t + B]u;) dxdt 1 -C63’4. 
ST 
Proposition 4.1 follows by letting 6 + 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 u(x(s), t(s)) ecAm2jS is nondecreasing 
along the curves 
x = x0 es, t(s) = $ [(dt, + B) eds - Bl, (4.21) 
where d = (p - 2)A - p + 4. 
Proof. Write 
u&(s) = ecAe2)’ m 3s pa(y, T)U(X(S) - y es, t(s) - 7eds) dy dr. 0 RN 
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Then by Proposition 4.1 
d 
= s ugl,= &s2 - sJ = ecAm2)’ 
x ((A - 2)~ + Vu*& -ye”) + u,[d(t - te”“, + B])I,=,dydr(s, - s2) 2 0, 
where 8 E (sr , s2). Hence, Proposition 4.2 follows by letting 6 + 0. 
Remark 4.1. The proof of Proposition 4.1 shows that if we choose a particular origin of 
coordinates x* such that D C BR(x*), the curves (4.21) can be written as 
x(s) = (x0 - x*) es + x*, t(s) = f [(dt, + B) eds - B]. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If r = f(0, t) is the equation of the free boundary I for t > To, then 
for tl r to > T,. 
Proof. The curve (4.21) can be written in the form 
vd 
* 
So if 8 = xo/lxo( and r, = [x01, then u(ro, 0, to) > 0 implies 




and (4.22) is proved. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let u. E C*. Then for every (Z, f) E Sr, there exist positive constants A, B 
depending only on u. and R, = sup(dist(Z, y): y E D) such that 
(4.24) 
for every (x, t) satisfying (x, t) E ST, f < t < t + E for some E = &(A, B) and 
RI ix-Xt< - - 
t-t dt+ B’ 
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Proof. Let us take A, B, d = (p - 2)A - p + 4 as in Proposition 4.1 with R = 3R,. Let 
u = Ix-Xl R, (x, t): ~ < ~ 
t-T -df+B 
. 
We first prove that for every (x, t) E U, there exists a point x0 E RN such that 
x - x0 = (2 - x0) (4.25) 
and D is contained in the ball BR (x0). Clearly, for every (x, t) there exists a point x0 E RN such 
that (4.25) holds. We now prove D c BR(xo). By (4.25) and (x, t) E U we have 
1’d I (x - Xl + 12 - x,1 d R, 
Expanding ((dt + B)/(di + B))“d in powers of t - i, and noticing that E is small, we have 
;lf-x,,~+_‘,IIf- 
dt + B dt+B’ 
that is 13 - x,1 I 2R, and this gives Ix, - yl I 3R, = R for everyy E D. Notice that the curve 
(4.25) can be written in the form 
x(s) = (2 - x0) es + x0, t(s) = f ((di + B) eds - B) 
and it passes through (2, ?). Thus (4.24) follows from Proposition 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let u0 E C*. Then the interface r of (1 .l)-(1.2) can be written as t = g(x) for 
XER~ - D and g is a Lipschitz-continuous function. 
Proof. We first prove that r can be written as t = g(x). If the assertion were not true, there 
would exist two points (x0, tJ, (x0, t2) E r with tl < t, < t, + E and a point x1 E RN such that 
u(xI, tJ > 0 and 
where R, = sup(dist(x, , y): y E D). Hence, by Proposition 4.3, we would have 
which contradicts the fact (x0, f2) E r. Thus r can be written as t = g(x) for x E RN - d. 
Let (x,,, to) E r. Then by Proposition 4.3, we have 
u(x, t) = 0 if Ix - x,1 I -&& It - toI9 to - & < t < to, 
and 
u(x, t) > 0 if Ix - x,1 < -$& It - 4JL to < t < to + E. 
0 
Thus, t = g(x) is a Lipschitz-continuous function. 
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